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Abstract
Quantum particle is represented as the swarm of its classical samples. It is shown
what behavior of samples is required for the correct representation of quantum dy-
namics of the initial particle. This behavior is the classical behavior in the potential
field plus diffusion, but the samples move only through the transformation to virtual
photons and vice versa. Such a model allows inclusion QED and decoherence in the
dynamical model.
1 Statement of problem
This paper develops algorithmic approach to quantum theory (see [5], [4]). It is based on
the supposition that effective classical algorithms represent the main mathematical tool
for quantum many body dynamics. The general statement of problem in this approach is
the building of video film that shows the picture of real dynamics in all the details that
can be in principle visible by any measurements. It requires the inclusion of decoherence
immediately to the core of model and consideration of algorithmic limitations as physical
laws.
For quantum theory it means the inclusion of photon emission-absorption immediately
to the model of quantum dynamics in contrast to Shroedinger approach where the wave
equation formally does not touch photons. It turns that to reach our aim we need to
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reformulate quantum mechanics in terms closer to classical than the equation with com-
plex wave function. Feynman path integrals ([2]) was the first step in this direction, but
it yet preserves some mystery in the basic conception of quantum theory caused by the
necessity of complex numbers. The modern activity in the basement of quantum theory
([3], [1]) is inspired by this mystery. But for algorithmic approach the reorganization
of quantum theory towards more visual form has the practical sense. In particular, the
remained mystery breaks the construction of simulating algorithms which must account
two different forms of particle representation: quantum and classical.
Here we give the quasi classical interpretation of quantum dynamics in terms of col-
lective behavior. The advantage of it is that it does not use complex numbers and thus
makes quantum dynamics much closer to the classical common sense, though it does not
reduce it to classical physics completely.
2 Reduction of Shroedinger equation to the no uni-
form swarm with virtual photons
The principal difference between the method of collective behavior and Hilbert formalism
is that in the first method the four dimension space-time is the single space of states and
its dimensionality does not grow with the number of particles. It results from that the set
of quantum particles is represented by the set of the corresponding swarms which exist
in the same space-time. The versions of swarm approach are the known diffusion Monte
Carlo method and its modifications like Semenihin method for finding of excited states
([6]).
Our aim here is the representation of the quantum dynamics of a system consisting of
many charged particles interacting through photons accordingly to QED. We give more
universal representation of quantum evolution which can be then generalized to the case of
many particles. Shroedinger equation is twice more complex than the diffusion equation
because the wave function Ψ(x, t) - is complex-valued. It carries twice more information
about the state of swarm than the density ρ from the diffusion equation, because besides
coordinates of samples we must know their speeds. We are going to describe one particle
quantum dynamics in terms of swarm method. The simple considerations show that it is
impossible if we are limited by only samples of one particle even if we will divide them to
the different types. Hence, we must introduce the samples of some other auxiliary particle
(tied photon), different from the initial. The role of this auxiliary particle is to ensure the
quantum dynamics of the initial one. Here the stationary functions |φj〉 of Hamiltonian
correspond to the equilibrium states sstatj of the swarm s, that means the steadiness of
necessary storage of the tied photon samples, whereas in the passage from one stationary
state to another we need to change this storage by increasing or decreasing it. It makes
reasonable to call this new particle tied photon, despite of that such characteristics of
photons as polarization will not be yet included to the description of simple quantum
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dynamics. In this section the association of new particle with electrodynamics photon
will have no consequences because we will consider not a real particle but its samples
only.
Shroedinger equation for the wave function Ψ(x, t) in appropriate units has the form
iΨ˙ = −∆Ψ+ VΨ. (1)
We represent the wave function in the form
Ψ(x, t) = Ψr(x, t) + iΨi(x, t),
where Ψr(x, t), Ψi(x, t) are its real and imaginary parts. The equation (1) can be then
written as the system of two equations
Ψ˙r = −∆Ψi + VΨi,
Ψ˙i = ∆Ψr − VΨr. (2)
We establish the necessary connection between Shroedinger and diffusion equations.
The diffusion equation has the form
ρ1u˙ = div(p grad u)− qu+ F, (3)
where u(x, t) is the density of particles (samples), ρ1, p, q, F parameters depending on x, t
and designing the density of environment, diffusion coefficient, coefficient of absorption
and intensity of source of samples correspondingly. The positive coefficient of absorption
means that the samples are annihilated in this point with the intensity |q|. We assume
that F = 0, and ρ1, p has unit value, e.g., we will give the reasonable sense only to
the coefficient of absorption q, which will be proportional to the potential energy in
Shroedinger equation. The equation (3) follows from Nernst law (see. ([7]) for the finding




In the order to reduce the equation (1) to some version of the diffusion equation,
we consider the swarm of samples of our quantum particle. We divide these samples to
two types: real (r) and imaginary (i), and in each of these type in turn divide to two
subtypes: positive (+) and negative (-). We thus obtain the division of all samples to






j , where j
denotes the number of a sample. For the description of stationary states only one type of
samples would suffice, because stationary states are determined by the density. For the
description of dynamics we really need two types of samples: real and imaginary, but it is
more convenient to have four types. We divide the configuration space to the small cubes
and let D(x, t) denote the cube containing the point (x, t). The total number of samples of
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the swarm s¯ of a same type containing in some cube D(x, t) will be denoted as sσ,η(x, t),
where σ ∈ {+,−}, η ∈ {r, i}. We assume that the speeds of samples are distributed
uniformly independently of the type. We intend to represent the wave function evolution
as the chain of sequential diffusion we must get rid of signs in equations, and for that we
will use the defined types of samples where the swarm approximation of wave function is
always found by the formula
Ψ(x, t)s = s
+,r − s−,r + i(s+,i − s−,i). (5)
This equation does not determine uniquely the division to the positive and negative parts,
but only within the addition of a constant to these both parts. We then have within the
normalization the following approximate equations:
Ψr(x, t) ≈ s+,r(x, t)− s−,r(x, t),
Ψi(x, t) ≈ s+,i(x, t)− s−,i(x, t), (6)
Shroedinger equation then acquires the following form:
s˙+,r(x, t) = ∆s−,i(x, t) + V (x, t)s+,i(x, t),
s˙−,r(x, t) = ∆s+,i(x, t) + V (x, t)s−,i(x, t),
s˙+,i(x, t) = ∆s+,r(x, t) + V (x, t)s−,r(x, t),
s˙−,i(x, t) = ∆s−,r(x, t) + V (x, t)s+,r(x, t).
(7)
We will enumerate the types (+, r), (+, i), (−, r), (−, i) by natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4
respectively, and will apply to them arithmetic operations in Z/4Z everywhere including
indices. We then have already no single density u, but the vector-column u¯, which compo-
nents uj j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the densities of samples of types j. The rule for transformations
of types must correspond to the turn around the center of coordinates in the direction
opposite to clockwise, e.g., this rule must be cyclic: 1 −→ 2 −→ 3 −→ 4 −→ 1. The
system (7) will be then equivalent to the following equation
˙¯u = Γ(∆u− qu¯), (8)
where the matrix Γ, expressing our law of transformation of types, and the matrix g,




0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

 , g =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 .
We now define the collective behavior giving the solution of equation (8). Here it would
not be sufficient to manage with only cyclic rule of transformation of types, because in
that case the matrix Γ would contain equal and nonzero diagonal elements, whereas in
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the matrix Γ all diagonal elements are zero. This is the reason of including tied photons
to the collective behavior.
We now have four types of the samples of particle: 1,2,3,4 with the same dynamical
characteristics and also the samples of tied photons. The samples of particle and photons
are denoted by αj and γj correspondingly. Let each sample of charged particle of the type
j = 1, 2, 3, 4 creates with the constant rate the samples of tied photons of the same type.
These samples of tied photons move via diffusion and in the time frame δt they transform
to the samples of the same particle of the type j + 1. The type transformation then goes
indirectly through tied photon samples. The main requirement is that the coefficient of
diffusion for tied photon samples must be much more than for the samples of particle:
pphot ≫ ppart. We can assume that the samples of particles do not move at all themselves.
This allows to suppress the diagonal elements in the matrix of generalized diffusion that
gives the needed mathix Γ.
We then consider two areas D1 and D2 with the common border through which the
diffusion goes. Here the photon samples diffusion goes much faster then the diffusion of
samples of particle. In the change of density of any type of samples of particle in the time
frame δt two categories of samples of this type make deposit: a) newly created in the
transformation of type from the photon samples which either came from the neighboring
areas, or were emitted in this area, and b) penetrated by the diffusion. By our supposition
about intensities of diffusion, the deposit b) is negligible, and we can consider only deposit
a). Applying the formula (4), we obtain that the income of samples of the type j in the





where uj−1 is the density of samples of parent type. We treat the potential V as the
intensity of creation or annihilation of samples of any type. Using the reasoning from the
derivation of the diffusion equation (see [7]) we come to the equation (8).
At last we note that the diffusion of samples themselves is not needed for the simulation
of Shroedinger equation, even it interferes the simulation. We thus can assume that the
samples of particles move only through the transformation to tied photons and vice versa.
3 Passage to uniform swarm
Our aim is now to pass to the uniform swarm that is the swarm without division to types
and without transformation of types. It will be the representation of quantum dynamics by
classical collective behavior. The classical collective behavior does not mean the behavior
induced by classical physics. If we consider the swarm of samples which behavior is





The behavior induced by this equation can not simulate quantum evolution with the
admissible accuracy because it does not give the principle quantum phenomena like, for
example, Rabi oscillations, or quantum spectra. It means that we must allow some
non classical elements in the behavior of samples in the swarm which simulate quantum
dynamics.
The main requirements to the simulation of quantum dynamics via collective behavior
are as follows.
• Quantum dynamics is simulated by the dynamics of swarm of samples such that the
quantum probability equals the density of samples in every point of space.
• Each particle in the swarm has the history, e.g. it preserves its individual number
during the whole simulation process in all transformations of types. The types
exactly correspond to the types of real physical particles.
• The behavior of each sample is completely determined by its own state and the state
of the other samples in the close vicinity of it.
These rules describe what we mean by a swarm in the method of collective behavior.
In what follows we mean by swarm the ensemble of samples satisfying these requirements.
We note that the second rule means the refusal of the complex numbers and makes possible
the inclusion of QED. The last requirement means the locality of all interactions. The
behavior of a sample means the rule determining the change of its internal state (impulse,
momentum and type) and the change of its spatial position (the shift in space). In view
of the above mentioned the behavior will not be classical.
We now define the non classical behavior of samples which satisfies these rules and
then will prove it. The definition is as follows.
• We assume that every potential field F influence to a sample classically, that is its
influence in time interval dt is the change of its impulse to the value − ¯grad(F )dt.
• The field influencing to a particle P is the sum of two fields: the common Coulomb
field plus the gradient field created by all the particles of the same type as P (mo-
mentum of impulse is the part of a type). Gradient field potential is the sum of all
densities of the swarms of these particles in the corresponding point.
• Coulomb field is created by the scalar photons emitted by all charged particles by
the following rule. Every sample of particle P transforms to the sample of photon
when it goes out of the cell corresponding to P . If the direction of this jump is
orthogonal to the impulse of the sample this photon is of vector type, if the jump is
directed along the impulse the photon is of scalar type. The size of cell for particle
P is determined by the distance where its movement has quantum character, e.g.
for massive particles it is smaller. Inside of this cell the particle P does not create
the Coulomb field.
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• The spatial movement of a sample S is defined as follows. We find the total impulse
of the vicinity V of S ptotal =
∑
p(S1) that is the sum of impulses of all samples in
this vicinity, and for each direction a¯ take randomly the portion of samples from V :
s1, s2, . . . , sk which quantity k is proportional to dot product a¯ptotaldt. These samples
s1, s2, . . . , sk are shifted on the distance d along a¯. Here d is positive constant such
that d/dt equals to the maximal speed of movement in this model. All other samples
stay at their places and all samples preserve their impulses.
• For the new created photons of vector type in the transformation from the samples
of initial particle its impulses become polarization of photons and the direction
of movement points their new impulses. The impulse of resulting real photon is
proportional to the total number of the photon samples. The rules for the back
transformation of photon samples to the samples of (another) particles must be
organized so that the Feynman formula for amplitude of emission absorption of
photons is satisfied: λ =
√
4πe i (p1 + p2) · ǫ where ǫ is the photon polarization,
p1, p2 are impulses of particle after and before emission absorption. In such a
process we need to add new samples to the swarm of particle samples which loses
samples as emitted photons and conversely take off samples from the swarm which
receives new samples transformed from photon samples.
In the third point the size of spatial cell, of course, depends on the problem under
consideration. For atomic problems we assume the nucleus immobile, the cell of it thus is
very small. But if a nucleus passes through slits in the screen (in many slit experiment) this
cell is more than the distance between slits. One could note that the presence of Coulomb
field will thus depend on the problem we consider. This contradiction is imaginary because
by the second point we have also gradient field created by swarm. This gradient field
plays the role of Coulomb field in the spatial area occupied by the swarm. Indeed, the
swarm spreads by the mechanism similar to diffusion (see below) and this mechanism for
sufficiently long time frame gives the distribution representing Green function for Laplace
operator ∆ that is Coulomb potential α/R for three dimensional space.
The non classical character of dynamics contains in the fourth rule. It means that
samples move not by Galileo law. The selected samples are randomly chosen in each
small cell and they accumulate all total impulse of this cell jumping with the maximal
possible speed, whereas the other sample stay at their places. This is the key aspect in
the collective behavior needed for the simulation of quantum dynamics. We leave apart
the discussion of this rule, as well as the discussion of the complete simulation of QED
with the fifth rule.
Now we prove that the evolution of swarm along the first four rules gives us the
quantum dynamics of the real particle. Our rules are designed for QED and contain real
photons which create electromagnetic field. To simulate quantum evolution induced by
Shroedinger equation we consider the so short time frame when samples have not yet flied
out of the cell corresponding to the real particle and thus no photon emission happens,
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e.g. we consider the evolution induced by the first four rules.
We start with the model of sorted samples from the previous section. We consider
the movement of the quantum particle with charge e in the field V (x). The initial wave
function is |Ψ(0, x)〉. We split the time interval to the small segments of length dt and





+ Vj(x))dt). Let us reduce this evolution to the uniform swarm.
Here we cannot simply treat the sorted samples independently of their sorts as the
samples of the uniformed swarm, because in this case we obtain the swarm with changing
quantity of members that contradicts to the second requirement of collective behavior. We
thus create the swarm Suniform of new samples which density in the point x is proportional
to
ρ(t, x) = |Ψ(t, x)|2 = (s+,r − s−,r)2 + (s+,i − s−,i)2 (10)
in each time instant t. We show that so defined evolution of the swarm Suniform coincide
to the evolution of Suniform determined by the point four of our list. In view of the
previous section it gives the main result.
Really, let us consider the sorted swarm evolution. We select the cell C(x) containing
point x and assume that the step of evolution consists only of the change of samples
between C(x) and some neighbor cell C1(x1) which forms the vicinity of close point x1.
The projection ¯gradx−x1 V of gradient of V to the direction x − x1 is thus V (x)−V (x1)d .
We can always do this assumption dividing the cells to lesser areas if necessary. Let us
denote the quantities of samples belonging to C(x) by letters Ψ without lower indices,
and belonging to C1(x1) by the same letters with the lower index 1. The law of sorted
swarm evolution defined in the previous section can be thus represented as the differential
equations in the appropriate units:{
dΨr(x,t)
dt
= gΨi(x1, t)− V (x)Ψi(x),
dΨi(x,t)
dt
= −gΨr(x1, t) + V (x)Ψr(x)
(11)
and the analogous equation with the replacement x to x1 and vice versa.








= −2g2 ¯gradx−x1ρ(t, x)− d ¯gradx−x1V (x)(Ψi(x1)Ψi(x) + Ψr(x1)Ψr(x)).
(12)
where d = x−x1, ¯gradx−x1ρ = ρ(x)−ρ(x1)d . The last multiplier in the second summand can
be replaced by ρ(t, x) with the accuracy o(d) and we obtain the law of changing impulses
in uniform swarm that is required.
We underline that the key feature of uniform swarm is that not all the samples move
by Galileo law but each cell of swarm puts forward the selected randomly chosen samples
in quantity proportional to total impulse and only these selected samples move with the
maximal speed along the direction of total impulse of this cell. This rule distinguishes
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uniform swarm representing quantum dynamics from the classical swarm with Liouvills
dynamics. We note that the division to cells must be chosen so small that in each cell we
could find the total impulse which will represent the movement of swarm accordingly to
our supposition about the change of samples only between the chosen cells C and C1. It
cause difficulty for extreme points of wave function only, which vicinities plays the small
role when d is small.
4 Conclusion
We find the collective behavior of classical particles that represents quantum dynamics of
one particle in the potential field. This behavior has the single difference from the purely
classical behavior. The spatial shift is fulfilled not by all the samples in swarm but only by
the randomly selected samples that jump with the maximal speed to the target direction,
and the impulse is represented only by the quantity of them. This representation is
important for the numerical simulation of quantum dynamics because it can naturally
include the photon emission absorption as well as decoherence.
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